Abstract: Process planning, scheduling and due date assignment are three important manufacturing functions performed sequentially and separately. High interrelations between these functions forces us to consider integration. Here we studied integration of process planning, WATC scheduling and WPPW weighed due date assignment. At the literature due dates are assigned without taking into account of weights of each job but at this study we assigned closer due dates for more important customers. Thus we saved a lot at punishment function. Conventionally only tardiness is punished but according to JIT approach we should penalize both earliness and tardiness. Since nobody desire long due dates, at this study we penalized all of weighted earliness, tardiness and due date related costs. We used genetic algorithm, hybrid-genetic algorithm, evolutionary strategies, hybrid-evolutionary strategies, random search and ordinary solutions as solution techniques and we observed the superiority of search algorithms over random search and especially over ordinary solutions. We step by step integrated these functions and higher integration level is found better. Although there are numerous works on IPPS and SWDDA problems, there are only a few works on IPPSDDA problem.
Introduction
Conventionally three important manufacturing functions, process planning, scheduling and due date assignment are performed sequentially and separately. High relations among these three important functions requires us to handle them concurrently. Although these three functions are performed separately, recently there are numerous works on IPPS (Integrated process planning and scheduling) and hundreds of works on SWDDA (scheduling with due date assignment) and some works on IPPSDDA (Integrated process planning, scheduling and due date assignment).
As we sad there are a high interrelation among these three functions which makes integration a requirement. Inputs of upper stream functions become outputs to downstream functions. For instance, outputs of process planning function become inputs to dispatching function. If process plans are prepared separately and sequentially then process planners may select same desired machines continuously and may not select some unpreferred machines at all. This cause high workload at some machines and low workloads at some unpreferred machines. As a result, we get unbalanced shop floor loading. This reduce shop floor utilization and deteriorates global performance.
Similarly, if due dates are determined independently from the other functions then we may give unnecessarily long due dates or unreasonably early due dates. If we give long due dates then we pay for high earliness and due date related costs. On the other hand, if we give unreasonably early due dates we pay for high tardiness related costs. If scheduling is performed independently then we may schedule jobs with earlier dates later or vice versa. At both case we pay for high tardiness or earliness related costs.
At the literature sometimes tardiness is punished, sometimes both earliness and tardiness is penalized, and sometimes number of tardy jobs is penalized. According to classical approach tardiness is penalized but according to JIT approach we should penalize both earliness and tardiness. Because no one prefers far due dates it is reasonable to reduce due date related costs too. Far due-date means price reduction, loos of good will, deterioration of the firm reputation and worse customer loss. For this reason, at this study we penalized all of weighted earliness, tardiness and due date related costs.
Process planning is defined according to Society of Manufacturing Engineers as the systematic determination of the methods by which a product is to be manufactured economically and competitively. Production scheduling is defined according to Zhang and Mallur as a resource allocator, which considers timing information while allocating resources to the tasks [1] . Gordon et al. [2] stated that the problems with due-date determination have received considerable attention in the last 15 years due to the introduction of new methods of inventory management such as just-in-time (JIT) concepts. In JIT systems jobs are to be completed neither too early nor too late which leads to the scheduling problems with both earliness and tardiness costs and assigning due dates.
If we look at the literature, we see that exact solutions are only possible for very small sized problems. It is because only scheduling sub problem belongs to NP-Hard class problems and integrated problems are even harder to solve. At this research we used genetic algorithm (GA) and evolutionary strategies (ES) as directed search, random search (RS) as undirected search and hybrid-genetic (R-GA) and hybrid-evolutionary strategies (R-ES) as initially undirected and later directed search techniques while solving the integrated problem.
While applying pure and hybrid metaheuristics and random search we represented the problem as chromosomes. Each chromosome has (n+2) genes where first two genes represent due date assignment rule and dispatching rule. Other genes represent currently selected routes of each job. While applying metaheuristics we used dominant genes approach. Since first two genes have very high impact on performance measure compared to the remaining genes we gave high probability for the first two genes to be selected for crossover and mutation operators.
One more important aspect of this research here is that we used weighted due date assignment. We assigned closer dates for more important jobs and scheduled these jobs earlier or vice versa. By doing this we saved a lot from the penalty costs of weighted earliness, tardiness and due date related costs.
We started from unintegrated combination where all three functions are disintegrated. Later we integrated three functions one by one and tested every intermediate combination. Finally, we integrated all three functions to prove full integration as the best combination. We compared metaheuristics with each other, with random search and with ordinary solutions (OS).
Background and Related Researches
Traditionally process planning, scheduling and due date assignment are performed sequentially and separately. Although there are plenty of works on IPPS and on SWDDA, there are only a few works on IPPSDDA. Demir and Taskin [3] worked on IPPSDDA in a Ph.D thesis and later Ceven and Demir [4] studied benefit of integrating due date assignment with IPPS problems in an M.S. Thesis. Later Demir et al [5] continued to study IPPSDDA problem [6] .
If we look at integrated solutions of these three functions, we can find numerous works on sub integrations. There are many works on IPPS problem. For a good review on IPPS problem it is better to see Tan and Khosnevis [7] . Also Li et al [8] and Phanden et al [9] can be read as IPPS review.
According to the literature, since scheduling is NPHard class problem integrated problem is even harder to solve. That's why in solution of IPPS problem some heuristics, metaheuristics are used. Exact solutions are only possible for very small problems and as problems get bigger it becomes practically not possible to find exact solutions to the problem. In this case we need to find a good solution instead of the best solution. Since integrated problems are even more complex, researchers decomposed the IPPS problem into loading and scheduling sub problem. Demir and Wu decomposed problem into loading and scheduling sub problems and solved the IPPS problem in an M.S. Thesis. While solving integrated problem some researchers applied evolutionary algorithms, genetic algorithms or agent based solutions to the problem [10] .
Since IPPSDDA problem is even more complex, we used genetic search and random search while solving the problem.
As we mentioned, there are numerous works on IPPS problem and Khosnevis and Chen [11] , Hutchinson et al [12] , Chen and Khoshnevis [13] , Zhang and Mallur [1] , Brandimarte [14] , Kim and Egbelu [15] , Morad and Zalzala [16] are some examples to earlier IPPS researches.
If we give a list of some recent researches on IPPS, Tan and Khoshnevis [7] , Kim et al [17] , Usher [18] , Lim and Zhang [19] , Tan and Khoshnevis [20] , Kumar and Rajotia [21] , Moon et al [22] , Li et al [17] , Leung et al [23] , Phanden et al [8] are more recent examples.
Another important research topic is SWDDA problem. This problem is also more complex compared to scheduling problem and here we assign better due dates and schedule jobs simultaneously that gives better performance measure. For a good review it is better to see Gordon et al [2] .
Due dates can be determined as endogenous or exogenous. If dates are determined as exogenous then firm has no control over the due dates. On the other hand, if dates are determined endogenous then firm try to find better due dates that give better global performance.
Some works are on SMSWDDA (Single machine scheduling with due date assignment) and some works are on MMSWDDA (multiple machine scheduling with due date assignment). At the former case jobs are scheduled with due date assignment before a single machine. At the latter case some jobs are scheduled with due date assignment before some machines. At this research we have m machines and n jobs to be scheduled with due date assignment before these m machines.
Some researches assign common due date for the jobs to be scheduled. This may be possible for the jobs waiting to be assembled together. But in this research we assigned separate due dates for each job.
Panwalker [24] , Gordon and Kubiak [25] , Biskup and Jahnke [26] , Cheng et al. [27] , Ventura and Radhakrishan [28] , Cheng et al [29] , Wang [30] , Lin et al [31] , Xia et al [32] , Gordon and Strusevich [33] , and Li et al. [34] are some examples SMSWDDA problem.
On the other hand, following works are on MMWDDA problem. Adamapolous and Pappis [35] , Cheng and Kovalyov [36] , and Lauff and Werner [37] are some examples to this kind of problems.
At the literature, conventionally tardiness is penalized. But according to JIT both earliness and tardiness should be punished. On the other hand, in this study we penalized all weighted earliness, tardiness and due date related costs. Since nobody wants late due dates, we should penalize due date related costs. Long due dates cause customer ill will, price reduction and even customer loss. In JIT environment and in reality earliness is also undesired. Earliness cause unnecessarily stock keeping, spoilage and inventory holding costs. Similarly, due date related costs, tardiness is also undesired. Tardiness means that we could not keep our promises. Nobody wants tardiness and tardiness damage firm reputation, cause loss of customer good will, price reduction and worse we may have lost customer.
Definition of the Problem
If we define the problem in general; Process planning, scheduling and due date assignment three important manufacturing functions performed separately and with this research we tried to solve integrated process planning, WATC (weighted apparent tardiness cost) scheduling and WPPW (Weighted process plus wait) due date assignment. We used WATC as dispatching rule and WPPW as due date assignment rule. We gave closer dates to important customers by using WPPW and scheduled important customers earlier by using WATC rule.
We used some pure and hybrid search metaheuristics as solution techniques and we used chromosomes to represent the problem.
Specifically, we studied four shop floors with the characteristics summarized at Table 1 . We have n jobs to be scheduled and due dates are to be assigned, we have m machines and r routes of each job. Each jobs are to be assigned unique, separate due dates.
To be example if we explain shop floor 1, we have 25 jobs to be scheduled and due dates assigned, each job has 5 alternative routes and we have 5 machines at the shop floor. Processing times assumes integer values practically in between 1 and 30 according to a normal distribution with mean 12 and standard deviation 6. As a beginning we tested fully unintegrated version and we obtained very poor results. Later we integrated WATC scheduling with process plan selection and obtained substantial improvement.
After that we integrated process plan selection with WPPW due date assignment but jobs are scheduled in random order. Although with this integration high improvement is obtained but SIRO (Service in random order) rule strictly deteriorated overall performance back. Finally, we integrated all three functions fully and we obtained best results.
We assumed one day as 480 working minutes. If we have one shift than it makes 480 minutes. As a punishment function we penalized weighted earliness, tardiness and due date related costs. For earliness and tardiness, we used both variable and fixed costs.
Every terms of punishment functions are summarized below where PD(j) is penalty of duedate of job j, PE(j) is penalty of earliness of job j, PT(j) is penalty of tardiness of job j, Penalty of a job is Penalty(j) and Total penalty of all jobs are as follows;
( ) = ℎ ( ) * (10 + 12 * ( 480 )) (3)
Searches Used
Here we used some pure and mixed search techniques and compared them with each other and with ordinary solutions to observe how ordinary solutions are poor compared to search results and how search techniques outperforms random search.
Because integrated problem is NP-Hard problem we used genetic and evolutionary based search techniques and random search metaheuristics in solution and we represented problem as chromosomes which is illustrated at Figure 1 below.
If we explain the solution techniques from the poorest we can give following definitions;
Ordinary Solution: This is the poorest solution and it is the solution of initial chromosome where no iterations are performed.
Ordinary solution for each integration level and for every shop floors are summarized at the Table 5 , and Figures 2,3,4,5.
Random Search (R):
Here we used three populations as big as in genetic search. At every iteration we randomly produce 8 chromosomes instead of crossover population and we randomly produce 5 chromosomes instead of mutation population. We have a population with size 10 from the previous main population. Out of these three populations with size 23 chromosomes we select best 10 chromosomes as the new main population and we complete one random iteration. We apply 200, 100 and 50 random iterations for the shop floors respectively. CPU times to complete these many random iterations are summarized at Table X. Random search results are summarized again at Table 5 and illustrated at Figure 2 
Evolutionary Strategies (ES):
At the beginning of 1960s evolutionary strategies is developed in Germany. Two students at Berlin Technical University, Ingo Rechenberg and Hans-Paul Schwefel were working on optimum flow pattern and when they found that they need to make numerous experiments then they decided to continue the experiments where parameters to define flow pattern are determined randomly. Thus evolutionary strategies was born. The difference between evolutionary strategies and genetic algorithms is the operators used. ES uses only mutation operator where GA use both mutation and crossover operators. Here at every iteration in all search techniques same amount of new offsprings are used. At ES algorithm at every iteration we produced 13 new offsprings by using mutation operator. [36] [37]
Hybrid Evolutionary Strategies (R-ES):
At Hybrid-ES both random search and ES algorithm are applied. Initial 10% iterations were random and remaining 90% iterations were ES iterations. Hybrid search is used because random searches at the beginning are marginally very useful. For example if we produce a number in between 0 and 1 then expected value is 0,5. So marginal benefit is 0,5. Now if we produce two numbers and take maximum then expected value is 2/3 and now this time marginal benefit reduces to 0,167. Later if we produce three random numbers and take maximum of these numbers, then expected value becomes 3/4 and marginal benefit this time reduces to 0,083. As it can be seen from marginal benefits, early random iterations are very beneficial to scan solution space better. Here it is vitally important to determine random search percentages to get best hybrid search and we applied 10% random iterations at the beginning.
Genetic Search (GA): At this technique we used genetic operators to produce new offsprings instead of randomly produced chromosomes. While producing new offsprings we get use of earlier solutions with the probability determined according to the performance measure. That is why this search is called directed search and it uses earlier best solutions but at the random search always we produce brand new solutions randomly and we don't use earlier best solutions and that is why this search is undirected search. Although marginal benefits of earlier iterations of random search is very high, Marginal benefits reduce sharply as iteration goes on and genetic search becomes superior over random search.
We have three populations with sizes 10, 8 and 5 respectively. At every step we use main population and according to performance measure we give probabilities for main population chromosomes to be selected for crossover or mutation operators. By using 4 pairs of chromosomes we produce new 4 pairs of chromosomes for crossover population. From 5 chromosomes selected from main population by applying mutation operators we produce new 5 chromosomes. From previous main population and newly produced crossover and mutation populations we select best ten chromosomes for the new main population and complete one genetic iteration. We apply 200, 150,100 and 50 genetic iterations for the shop floors respectively and required CPU times are given at Table 5 . Genetic search results are given at Table 5 and illustrated at Figure 2 Hybrid Genetic Search (R-GA): As we explained above random search is very useful just at the very beginning to scan solution space better and marginal benefit of random search is very high at the beginning and sharply reduces as iteration goes on. Important thing here is to determine random search percentages and we applied 10% random iterations and continued with genetic iterations.
For every pure and hybrid searches used R and ES or GA iteration numbers are summarized at Table 2 below. We used chromosomes while representing and solving the problem. We have (n+2) genes and first two gens represent due-date assignment and scheduling rule genes and remaining genes are for selected routes of jobs. A sample chromosome is represented at Figure 1 . Since first two genes much higher effects on performance measure compared to the rest of the genes we gave much higher probability for the first two genes to be selected for crossover and mutation operators.
First gene is the due date assignment rules gene. We used mainly two rules for due date assignment and with different multipliers and constants we used 10 due date assignment rules which are summarized at Table 3 and Appendix A. Second gene is about scheduling rules. We used mainly two rules while dispatching the jobs. Scheduling rules are WATC and SIRO rules. With the multipliers we used totally 4 rules while dispatching the jobs. 
Solution Combinations
At this research we tested different integration levels with some pure and hybrid search techniques and compared search results with ordinary solutions. Totally we compared twenty four combinations, four of them ordinary solutions for each of the integration levels, four of them were for each search techniques for every integration levels. Below every integration levels for every search techniques are explained in detail.
SIRO-RDM(OS,RS,ES,R-ES,GA,R-GA):
This is the unintegrated version and due dates are assigned randomly and jobs are scheduled in random order. All of the search techniques are applied at this level and results are summarized at Table 5 .
WATC-RDM(OS,RS,ES,R-ES,GA,R-GA):
Here we integrated WATC rule with process plan selection but due dates are still determined randomly. Here again every search techniques are applied and results are summarized at Table 5 . This level of integration provided substantial improvement in overall performance measure.
SIRO-WPPW(OS,RS,ES,R-ES,GA,R-GA):
This time we integrated WPPW due date assignment rule with process planning but jobs are scheduled in random order. Even though we provided substantial improvements in performance measure SIRO rule strictly deteriorates the overall performance back.
WATC-WPPW(OS,RS,ES,R-ES,GA,R-GA):
This is the highest level of integration where process plan selection is integrated with WATC weighted scheduling and WPPW weighted due date assignment. This level was found the best level in terms of performance measure. Results are summarized at Table 5 and Figures 2,3 ,4,5.
Twenty four combinations above are compared. Every search techniques and random search are compared with each other and with ordinary solutions. Results are summarized at the next section VI and interpreted at the conclusion section.
Experiments
We coded the program using C++ programming language and used Borland C++ 5.02 compiler. We run the program on a desktop with a processor intel i5-4590 with 3,3 GHz and 8 GB Ram. Required CPU times are recorded and summarized at Table 5 .
As a due date assignment rule we used one of 10 different values and as a dispatching rule we used one of 4 different values. Every chromosome consists of (n+2) genes where n is the number of the jobs.
We tested four shop floors and features of the shop floors are given at Table 1 . We applied predetermined number of pure or hybrid iterations to the shop floors and combinations of these iterations are summarized at Table 2 .
We started by solving unintegrated combinations where we solved SIRO-RDM(OS,RS,ES,R-ES,GA,R-GA) combinations. After that we integrated WATC scheduling with process plan selection but due dates are still determined randomly. At this step we solved WATC-RDM(OS,RS,ES,R-ES,GA,R-GA) combinations. Later we integrated due date assignment with process plan selection but this time jobs are scheduled in random order. We used WPPW as due date determination rule and we tested SIRO-WPPW(OS,RS,ES,R-ES,GA,R-GA) combinations. Finally, we integrated three functions and process plan selection is integrated with WATC dispatching rule and WPPW due date determination rule and WATC-WPPW(OS,RS,ES,R-ES,GA,R-GA) combinations are tested. Full integration level was the ultimate goal of this study. Table 5 and illustrated at Figure 2 . Full integration level with R-ES search technique is found the best combination. Search technique results were near and much better compared to the ordinary solution.
Second shop floor was with 75 jobs and 15 machines. Each job has 5 alternative routes and we applied 150 pure and hybrid iterations to solve the problem. CPU times are summarized at Table 5 . CPU times were approximately in between 200 to 400 seconds. Again full integration with genetic search was the best combination. Genetic search outperformed other searches and ordinary solution was the poorest. Results of second shop floor is summarized at Table 5 and illustrated at Figure 3 .
Third shop floor was with 125 jobs and 25 machines. In order to save from CPU times and to reduce required memory we used 3 alternative routes and we applied 100 pure and hybrid iterations while solving the problem. It took approximately 200 to 600 seconds to complete 100 iterations. Here similar results are obtained. R-GA outperformed other searches and ordinary solutions were the poorest. Full integration level is found the best level of integration. Results are tabulated at Table 5 and illustrated at Figure 4 .
Final shop floor was with 175 jobs and 35 machines. Each job has 3 alternative routes and we applied 50 pure and hybrid searches. It took approximately 200 to 500 seconds to complete 50 iterations. Here similar results are obtained and R-GA outperformed other techniques and ordinary solutions found the poorest. Full integration level is found as the best level of integration as expected. Results are tabulated at Table 5 and illustrated at Figure 5 .
Conclusions
We studied integration of process planning with WATC weighted scheduling and WPPW weighted due date assignment. We didn't integrate three functions at first. We tested unintegrated combinations and later step by step we integrated each function with each other. We tried to observe intermediate integrations are helpful and full Although there are hundreds of works on IPPS and SWDDA problems, there are only a few works on IPPSDDA problem. Here we integrated due date assignment to IPPS problem and we increased integration level. Due dates are determined internally and externally. For external due date assignment, we used RDM (Random) due date assignment technique and for the internal weighted due date assignment we used WPPW due date assignment techniques. By taking into accounts of weights of each customer we provided substantial improvements in global performance which is sum of weighted earliness, tardiness and due date related costs. Although traditionally only tardiness is penalized, according to JIT approach we should penalize both earliness and tardiness. Furthermore, at this study we also penalized due date related costs. Since no customer wants long due dates it was reasonable to penalize all of weighted earliness, tardiness and due date related costs.
At the very beginning we tested fully unintegrated versions to see how poor is the unintegrated versions and to observe benefit of level of integration.
As a next step we integrated WATC scheduling with process planning but due dates are determined randomly. We observed substantial improvements by this integration.
After that, this time we integrated process plan selection with WPPW weighted due date assignment but now jobs are scheduled in random order. Although high improvements are provided with this integration SIRO scheduling deteriorated overall performance back.
As a final step we integrated all of the three functions. Weighted scheduling WATC and weighted due date assignment WPPW are integrated with process plan selection. This level of integration is found the best combination. Here we solved WATC-WPPW(OS,RS,ES,R-ES,GA,R-GA) combinations are tested. We found search techniques useful compared to the ordinary solutions and random search technique was the poorest. At the first shop floor R-ES is found best, at the second shop floor GA is found best and at the third and fourth shop floors R-GA is found as the best solution technique. Generally ES, R-ES, GA, R-GA solutions were superior compared to the RS but they found near solutions. Hybrid searches were found promising solution techniques since random search scans solution space better at the beginning of the iterations. Important thing here is the determination of the percentages of the random search and we applied 10% random search in this study.
High interrelations of these three functions make us to consider integration. For example, outputs of upstream functions become inputs to downstream functions. Since outputs of process planning are inputs to scheduling, we must prepare better process plans with alternatives. Otherwise shop floor utilization may reduce and there might be unbalanced machine loading. If process planners work separate they may select same machines continuously and may select some other machines very rarely.
Similarly, if scheduling and due date determination are performed independently then we may lose severely from overall performance. If scheduling is performed separately we may schedule some jobs unnecessarily too early or unreasonably too late and we pay substantially for this in terms of overall penalty function which is the total weighted earliness, tardiness and due date related costs. If due dates are determined alone then we may give unreasonably too close due dates or unnecessarily too late dates. If we give too close dates then we may not keep our promise and pay for loss of goodwill, loose customer and high tardiness. If we give long due dates then we pay for earliness and due date related costs and we may have lost customer or reduce price and no customer wants far due dates.
Briefly, we integrated process plan selection with WATC weighted scheduling and WPPW weighted due date assignment to reduce sum of weighted earliness, tardiness and due date related costs. As an important aspect of this study we give closer due dates for more important customers and schedule these customers earlier to reduce total punishment cost.
According to the results we found full integration level as the best combination and hybrid searches were found promising search techniques. Ordinary solutions are found poorest as expected. SIRO (Service in Random order): A job among waiting jobs is selected randomly to be processed.
